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Nicky Line from BedNest, along with architect Mark Jamison from Jamison Design,
share their personal favourites with us
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ARMADILLO & CO
Part of the Stratum
Collection, the Ribbon
Stripe rug in black and
white, handwoven in
India, is from Armadillo
& Co. This brand shows
that fabulous designs and
utterly ethical sourcing
can go hand in hand.
The black and white stripe
is perfectly balanced
and looks amazing set
in a neutral palette.
www.armadillo-co.com

www.bednest.com.au

KWC
MARKILUX
The markilux Roof
Festoon is a simple
way to shelter large
areas, creating
atmosphere while
providing protection
from light and heat.
If an internal area is
exposed to the sun
due to a glass roof,
atrium or skylight,
the markilux Roof
Festoon can protect
from glare or insulate
against the cold
in winter.
www.markilux.com.au

CASTLE AND THINGS
TABLE TONIC
A Bamileke feather juju hat in off-white from Table Tonic — a
great source of very cool, globally sourced and bang-on-trend
homewares. Table Tonic has products to add warmth and “wow”
to anyone’s home. I just love the texture that this feather piece
adds and I think it can work in any space to create some fun and
some serious style.
www.tabletonic.com.au

www.jamisondesign.com.au

Christmas Eve embroidered artwork from
Castle and Things. Rachel Castle’s artworks
are full of colour, life, style and humour and
represent everything fabulous about original,
handmade design that remains affordable. The
people here can work in any style of home and
add a personal touch.
www.castleandthings.com.au

The KWC Eve Pull-out Sink
Mixer (Aerator with Light)
in Chrome.
www.kwcaust.com.au

PGH BRICKS & PAVERS

COCO REPUBLIC

GREAT DANE FURNITURE
Copenhagen dining table from Great Dane
Furniture is a real statement piece, with
trellis-style leg design. It’s beautiful in oak and
is a perfect example of how stunning design
doesn’t need to be over the top.
www.greatdanefurniture.com.au
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Montparnasse occasional chair
from Coco Republic. It’s a beautiful
occasional chair that features
fabulous neat proportions so you
can pop it anywhere and add instant
style. It adds texture and character
to contemporary spaces and charm
to more classic homes. The neutral
linen is gorgeous and makes it even
more flexible. It’s a design classic.
www.cocorepublic.com.au

The Vibrant collection from
PGH Bricks & Pavers stands
out for its palette of fun and
funky colours, bringing a
whole new perspective to
bricks and the way they are
used. Finished with a full
ceramic glaze, these bricks
are perfect for internal or
external use. Prices start
from $4 per brick.
www.pghbricks.com.au

ELECTROLUX
The Electrolux Integrated BBQ with Slimline
Lid. For Mark, it’s a stylish barbecue to be
integrated into indoor outdoor kitchens.
www.electrolux.com.au
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ROBERT PLUMB
Project Letterbox
from Robert Plumb.
Made from 304
marine-grade stainless
steel, this letterbox
with newspaper holder was
created to specifications for
large projects for developers.
A stunning modern design, it
can be powdercoated in any
Dulux powdercoat colour.
www.robertplumb.com.au

CORPORATE CULTURE
Designed by Alberto Meda, the armframe easychair with
structure composed of extruded aluminium profile and
die-cast aluminium elements, seat and back in fire-retardant
PVC-covered polyester mesh or black leather. Available from
Corporate Culture. www.corporateculture.com.au

VERVE DESIGNER COLLECTIONS
THE RUG COLLECTION (left)
Kas Australia, the premier designer and manufacturer of coordinated soft furnishings in
Australia, has put its creative and colourful designs into an inspiring range of floor rugs in
collaboration with The Rug Collection.
This collection encapsulates the company’s signature look and unique style in five striking wool
rugs. Kas’s popular designs and its use of bold, energetic colours brings life to this stunning range
of quality handmade rugs. This exciting collection encompasses the renowned artistic style of
Kas, reflecting the casual sophistication of modern Australian life. Pictured here, Suzani Scarlet
by Kas Australia for The Rug Collection. www.therugcollection.com.au

IMAGE INTERIORS
Bermuda bamboo room divider
from Image Interiors.
www.imageinteriors.com.au

Verve Designer Collections introduces
another stunning range from Eijffinger.
Carte Blanche is the latest Dutch-designed
wallpaper collection, combining neutral
colours and textures to create timeless
and everlasting interiors. Carte Blanche is a
beautiful collection of elegant ornaments,
romantic lace, gentle graphic text and
sophisticated stripes. Pictured here is the
Carte Blanche “Typography” wallpaper
in White.
www.vervedc.com

DESIGNCRAFT
CH24 Wishbone chair was designed for Carl Hansen & Son in 1949. It is a light,
sculptural dining chair that is also suitable for relaxed sitting away from the table.
Its steam-bent, gently rounded top piece provides freedom of movement and
generous comfort. The seat is hand woven in paper cord in unbleached/natural
or black and is available in Danish hardwoods (oak, beech, ash, maple) as well as
North American hardwoods (walnut, cherry) in a variety of finishes (soap, oil,
lacquer and paint).
www.designcraft.net.au

VICTORIA + ALBERT
Victoria + Albert’s Napoli bath blends contemporary and natural
elements into a seamless statement of understated luxury.
Its lines are clean and minimalist — a perfect example of the
“less is more” approach to design. There is also an undeniable
element of warmth and nature in the Napoli, with its egg-inspired
silhouette and an inherent sense of organic beauty thanks to
its QUARRYCAST® composition of finely ground volcanic
limestone. As the stone-rich alternative to both cast iron and
acrylic, it is cast in one seamless piece that won’t creak or flex.
This unique construction is hand finished to provide a glossy
white solid surface that is both highly durable and easy to clean..
www.vandabaths.com/aus

EMILY ZIZ STYLE STUDIO

SIEKAUP

Leaf-cut recycled wool rug by Ronel Jordaan. The whole Ronel
Jordaan range is distributed in Australia by Emily Ziz Style Studio.
www.emilyziz.com

From Siekaup, FOSSA
functions according to
the principle of change:
Cushion elements find a
place in recesses —
they are inserted, moved
or removed.
www.siekaup.com.au

BOYAC
Le Crin’s horsehair in various hand-woven
designs from Le Crin’s classical upholstery
collection, from Boyac. www.boyac.com.au
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